Notes from 11th Meeting of
National Executive 2014-15
6th December 2014
Attendees at this meeting: 21 out of 33 attended
John Sutton, Carlow; Jane Hayes-Nally, Cork Co; Maria Ferry, Donegal; Dylan Kennedy,
South Dublin; Garreth O’Connor, Fingal; Ellen Butler, Galway County; Conor Curtin, Kerry;
Cormac O’Loingsigh; Kildare; Irene Ayaa, Kilkenny; Ella Mulkerrins, Leitrim; Emma
Moloney, Limerick; Thomas Ganley, Longford; Sofia Vajenina, Mayo; Cillian Byrne,
Meath; Lily Cheung, Monaghan; Caoimhe Barnes, Offaly; Nicola Flannelly, Sligo; Cárthach
O’Faoiláin, Waterford County; Becky O’Connell, Waterford City; Niamh Tubridy, Westmeath; Macdara Roche, Wexford;
Focus of the eleventh meeting:


Consultation on the development of the first National Strategy on Children and Young
People’s Participation in Decision-Making



Showing of Comhairle Showcase 2014 DVD



Showcase debrief and feedback session



Development of an event plan for Let’s Go Mental 2015



Festive fun to end the day

1

Morning Session
Consultation on the development of the first National Strategy on Children and
Young People’s Participation in Decision-Making


Presentation by Anne O’Donnell, DCYA, on the National Strategy (see attached
document on PowerPoint)



Consultation session with the National Executive on the strategy. Small groups
work to examine the strategy in greater detail and to offer any suggestions as to
how it could be improved.



One key point taken from each group. Remaining feedback submitted to Anne for
consideration in the strategy development.

Group 1:
Comhairle should have more influence in the area of education—recommendations should
be made to teachers
Group 2:
Lack of engagement with schools is an issue
Group 3:
Need to be more specific in relation to the priority areas for action—seems quite vague
as to how
Group 4:
Need to have more than one pilot school
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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Afternoon Session
Showing of Comhairle Showcase 2014 DVD & Showcase debrief and feedback session
General comments:
Overall day:






Good atmosphere and energy on the day.
Opening ceremony was vibrant and speakers were really good.
Great to see all the work that other Comhairlí are carrying out across the country
Nice to meet lots of new people and new friends
Comments on food were very mixed: some loved it and some didn’t like it at all

Workshops:







Some of the questions on the placemats were a little difficult to understand, or
confusing, particularly in relation to the topics of Education and Transport. This mainly
referred to ‘have a say’ versus ‘ have a bit of a say but needs improvement’. Also was
not clear whether people should’ve been discussing their individual schools or education
as a whole.
Would’ve been better if there was one facilitator per table as opposed to one per two
tables. Closer facilitation was necessary at many tables, particularly for those who
were new Comhairle members.
Some people did not get the topic they signed up for. This resulted in some instances
of those people not engaging at all at their table.
No Irish table available. Possible solution for next time would be to have a cofacilitator from the National Executive who is fluent in Irish, if an Irish-speaking
facilitator cannot be sourced for an event.

Showcase DVD:

Mixed response. Some Comhairlí loved this one with the voiceover and others
preferred the 2012 video and the way it was grouped thematically, as opposed to a 34
Comhairle narrative.
Showcase element: stands

Would’ve been better if the Showcase element was longer
To view photos from the day, click on link to webpage below:
http://www.comhairlenanog.ie/comhairle-na-nog-showcase-2014-3/
There are also two albums of images to view and download from Flickr:
Overall pics from the day:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/105669397@N08/sets/72157649471423862/
Regional pics:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/105669397@N08/sets/72157649514320985/
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Showcase images:
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Afternoon Session
Developing an event plan for Let’s Go Mental 2015


Aim is to have a comprehensive event plan to show to the National Executive Steering Committee at next sub-group meeting on 8th January 2015.



Questions asked were based on recommendations made by Steering Committee at
last sub-group meeting: they said that a detailed event plan was necessary when
approaching sponsors and that the questions below needed to be addressed by the
Executive. In small groups, each was given a recap sheet with all decisions and ideas
to date (see separate attachment). Each group then tackled a series of different
questions, as follows.:

Q1: Will it be a daytime or evening event?
Daytime event

Q2: What will the duration of the event be?
Approx. 6 hours.
Breakdown: 30 mins at start for introduction to the day, 30 at
the end to wrap up and with 30 mins to explore each of the five
concepts (Five—a Day for your mental health)

Q3: Who do we want to be there on the day and who do we want to influence?


As many young people as possible



Seldom-heard groups



Youth Organisations, youth officers & teachers



Local celebrities & local and possibly national bands to perform

Q3: what size / type of venue should we be looking at locally?


Need to bear numbers in mind—will impact on space needed



A venue that allows music to be played for entire event



Use good venues from AGMS and also learn from mistakes from AGMs



Hotel is probably best



Each local area will know what’s best—use you local knowledge and contacts



One that has internet access



Price has to be a consideration
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Afternoon Session
Q4: How can the event deliver an impact beyond the event day itself?


Follow-up talks in schools



Free stuff with messages and reminders, i.e. send yourself a postcard idea



Media coverage—exposure on Six-One news etc…



Use social media as much as possible. Get the event and ideas behind it trending
on Twitter



Meet new friends who have same concerns and interest in boosting their mental
health

Q5: What do we want people to go away thinking and feeling?


More positive about their mental health and grateful for life



Filled with positive endorphins and adrenaline—full of life!



Knowledgeable—to feel more able to cope and know that’s it’s okay to ask for
help, and also to be able to offer advice on where to go for help to other people.



Ability to develop better coping skills

How can we use the ‘Five-a-Day for your Mental Health’ concepts to
structure and organise our event?
CONNECT:


‘Connect’ ice-breakers—games around inclusivity



Workshops with professional facilitators



Really get the One Good Adult / One Good Friend message across



Keep it fun

TAKE NOTICE:


Mindfulness—perhaps a short talk on the mindfulness concept and how it is
beneficial to your mental health



Wall—write your current feelings on it



Calm area—headphones with music



Meditation workshops



Compliment someone in the room
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Afternoon Session
GET MOVING:


Facilitators in gym gear



Small stands to advertise local clubs



Gym merchandise—get sponsorship from local sport gear suppliers and shops



Tips on how to stay fit in lots of different ways—not just GAA-type sports



Dietary tips and some simple advice




Demonstrations on local activities e.g. dancing, Karate, other sports etc…
Advice on how physical activity benefits you mentally

GET INVOLVED:


Stands advertising different community services such as youth clubs and local
activities, community work etc…



Have leaflets and forms (organ donor cards etc…) available on the day



Information on how to join Comhairle locally



Focus on the benefits of getting involved in something in your community and how
this impacts in a positive way on your mental health

GIVE:


Information on charity work and how giving to others benefits your mental health



Focus on the arts and how they can be of use to a community



Show young people how they can contribute to society by using their skills and
strengths, and how helping other people helps you



Have information on training courses available to develop skills to give back to
your community



Information on Order of Malta, Gaisce or Pope John Paul II Award on getting
actively involved in your community



Have talks from local youth leaders on how to be creative and to engage with your
community and to encourage young people to join groups or volunteer.

Next full meeting will be mid to late January 2015—TBC
Names for Steering Committee meeting on 8th January:
Cárthach O’Faoiláin, Niamh Tubridy, Becky O’Connell and Lily Cheung
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